FINANCE TRANSFORMATION
AND THE JOURNEY TO DIGITAL:

THE VIEW IN ASEAN
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The digital transformation of financial organisations’ operations
is underway globally, but not all business areas are equally
advanced. The finance function is under increasing pressure
to make the journey to digital.
That applies as much to institutions
in the Association of South-East
Asian Nations (ASEAN) as anywhere.
Though ASEAN is a diverse region,
its financial service providers face the
common challenge of succeeding in a
dynamic and fast evolving competitive
environment, and capitalising on the
prospect of a steady push towards
regional integration.1 To succeed, firms
in ASEAN need to work now to effect
thorough digital transformation.
While customer-facing innovation
often gets the lion’s share of attention,
success will also depend on whether
ASEAN firms can use technology to
transform their finance functions.

Summary
Accenture’s research shows that digital
transformation in financial organisations
will put pressure on the finance function
to undergo similar fundamental change.
Organisations in ASEAN that move first
and fastest to transform finance from
a process-oriented to a value-oriented
function will be able to grow their core
businesses and scale new ones.

ASEAN financial institutions that lead the
way in this transformation typically have
the following characteristics:

A Finance is closely integrated with

the various business lines, has a
clear role in business strategy and
participates in it. Finance is also
involved in the operational reporting
structures at their level.

B Finance and risk integration is

mature, with a common, shared
data and technology backbone
that serves these key reporting
and steering nodes.

C The finance organisation itself is

evolving toward a more data-rich
and data-savvy capability that is able
to take on both traditional finance
and risk data at a higher granularity.
It is also able to use supplementary
business data both to garner and
to substantiate insights.

Responsibility for this transformation lies
squarely with CFOs. The key barriers to
them effecting change remain a shortage
of available talent in areas like data
science and data modelling, and a lack
of willingness by boards to spend in these
areas. The CFO therefore must convince
their organisation of the fundamental
value of the transformation of finance.
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FS IN ASEAN ENTERING
NEW TERRITORY
When it comes to fintech solutions, ASEAN is at the
forefront of these challenges and opportunities.
For instance, Singapore’s OCBC Bank is
developing a reputation in the ASEAN
region as an early adopter. In March 2018,
it announced it was spending an initial
sum of S$10 million (US$7.5 million) to
set up a dedicated artificial intelligence
unit to develop in-house AI capabilities
—the first in Singapore to do so.2
This is not OCBC’s first foray into AI:
two years ago it began using a chatbot
called Emma to help customers with
queries on mortgages and renovation
loans. And last year the bank partnered
with an AI firm to use its technology to
help it flag up suspicious transactions.3
Digitisation efforts like these have
become essential for financial services
firms around the world. From serving
clients to dealing with regulators, and
from besting established competition to
facing down fintech upstarts, financial
services firms are being compelled
to transform to meet the demands
of the 21st century consumer.
ASEAN is at the forefront of these
challenges and opportunities. The six
largest ASEAN nations combined—
Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines,
Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam—
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constitute the fastest-growing internet
market globally, with users in these
countries expected to grow to 480 million
by 2020 from 315 million last year.4
Between them, these six countries also
have more than 1,200 fintech firms,
with Singapore dominant.5 Singapore,
Malaysia, Thailand, and Indonesia also
each have sandboxes where innovative
financial services products can be
trialled in a controlled environment.6
Financial services in less developed
ASEAN nations have some way to go
to catch up with counterparts, such as
Singapore and Malaysia, which are outliers
in terms of the breadth of their offerings.
This is partly reflective of extraordinary
variations in wealth: Singapore’s per capita
GDP in 2016 was around US$53,000
—around 40 times higher than its poorest
members, Cambodia and Myanmar.
But this disparity doesn’t correlate directly
with technological status. Some poorer
countries will continue to leapfrog the
digital divide. In Cambodia, for example,
one of its leading banks launched a mobile
app last year, and expects 2 million users
within five years. Other financial services
companies in the country offer digital
wallets and mobile payments.7

The competitive environment is therefore
getting much more intense as financial
services in ASEAN evolve from a
traditionally bank-centred model to
one that includes a more diversified
range of ancillary insurance and
wealth management service providers,
including nimble fintech entrants.
This includes the encroachment into
financial services of Chinese tech
behemoths, of which the most prominent
are the AliPay and WeChat Pay digital
payment systems, as the example of
Thailand shows. In March 2018, that
country’s four biggest banks ended
nearly all fees for transfers and payments
made through their mobile apps.

This reached nearly US$33bn in December
2017. SCB, one of the big four banks, said
it is pursuing digitisation for far more
than mere cost‑cutting reasons: it wants
to gather and better use customer data,
including to develop lower-risk, tailormade unsecured loan products to clients.8
In short, the need for ASEAN financial
services organisations to adopt greater
digitisation is a consequence of
diverse factors—from straightforward
competition between existing firms
that need to develop new products,
to regulatory and compliance pressure,
and a more cut-throat digital market
from both within and outside the sector.

They are on a race to digitise—a position
that follows a sevenfold rise in three years
in the value of payments made monthly
through mobile apps in Thailand.
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THE TRANSFORMATION
SPOTLIGHT TURNS TO FINANCE
Disruption in the finance function is well underway, but
leaders—namely CFOs—must picture a world in which
the finance function is entirely digital, and adjust their
strategic vision for the function accordingly.
AI, analytics and responsive platforms
are just three of the disruptors that
are enabling leading companies to
move from process-oriented finance
to value-orientated finance—a journey
along a Finance Technology S-Curve
that will revolutionise their business.
The further and faster that companies
move along this S-Curve, the better
the position they will be in.

spreadsheets—and just a quarter of a day
performing analysis—emergent digital
solutions, like cognitive AI and robotic
process automation (RPA), will perform
the first two aspects in just half a day,
freeing up staff to spend the bulk of their
time on analysis and interacting with
decision-makers about their findings.
That will bring significant pay-offs. For
example, we predict that this new era
will see 90 percent of finance reporting
carried out in real time—half of finance
staff engaged in forward-looking analysis,
and vast increases in productivity—and all
at much lower costs.

The impact of adopting such technology is
potentially dramatic. Consider the typical
week. Instead of finance staff spending,
as they currently do, more than three
days gathering data and maintaining

THE EVOLUTION OF FINANCE

EMERGING

Finance Technology S-Curve

Machine Learning
Cognitive AI
Robotic Process Automation (RPA)
3-D Printing
Mobile
Predictive Analytics

VALUE
ORIENTED
FINANCE

OCR / Natural Language Definition
Integrated Supplier Networks E2E
Cloud

PROCESS
ORIENTED
FINANCE

Electronic Data Exchange (EDI, XML, ERS)
Scorecards
Data Warehouses
Case Management

MATURE

Workflow
On Premise ERP
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THE PAYOFF CAN LIBERATE THE FINANCE ORGANISATION
FROM NON-VALUE ADD ACTIVITIES
Time to close books is reduced
by 30%

Self-service reporting leaves 20%
more time for value add activities

Dashboard applications to
communicate results directly
to the board

Enable predictive working capital
planning and an optimisation
potential up to 20%

Real-time access to flexible
data bases that allow to filter
and furnish data rapidly

Increased workforce motivation
due to release from routine tasks

TIME ALLOCATION TODAY
Monday
Collecting
data

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday
Collecting
data

TIME ALLOCATION BASED ON DIGITAL
Friday

Monday

Maintaining Developing Other
Spreadsheet Reports
Activities

Collecting
data

Performing
Analysis
Maintaining Developing
Spreadsheet Reports

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday
Performing
Analysis

Performing
Analysis

Interacting
with
Decision
Makers

Interacting
with
Decision
Makers

Friday
Other
Activities
Strategic
Initiatives
Personal Development

THE DAWN OF A NEW FINANCE ERA

90%

50%

50%

80%

2-3x

40%

of Finance reporting
will be real time

of traditional finance
services will be delivered
by cross functional
integrated teams

Such savings are particularly important
in the still fragmented ASEAN region,
where regulatory requirements are driving
up operating and compliance burdens,
and the dream of unified financial
markets is still some way from realisation.
Across the broader Asia-Pacific region,
research shows the vast majority of bankers
think compliance costs, for instance,
rose “significantly” in the decade to 2016,
with bankers from Singapore estimating
annual increases of 20-35 percent.9

of Finance staff will do
forward looking analysis

Staff productivity
will increase by two
or three times

of the CFO metrics
will measure
intangible assets

Costs will decline
by 40 percent

That is likely to continue: 89 percent
of global financial services compliance
executives—including those based in
ASEAN—told us they expect cost increases
in their departments through 2020.10
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THE CHALLENGE FOR CFOS
The digital disruption process will require the adoption of a
range of new technologies that are changing expectations
about processes and service delivery.

Ultimately, functions such as transactions,
accounting, control, compliance and
reporting need to be entirely digitised,
leaving the finance roles focused on
value-added areas such as planning,
analysing and advising.
There is a long way to go yet: few
financial institutions in ASEAN have
taken significant steps towards digital
transformation in finance. Those that do
use AI are often employing it to ensure
a better customer experience—as with

TOP 4 CFO CHALLENGES
Organisation
and people

OCBC’s Emma, or as Malaysia’s Hong
Leong Bank does, for example, in using
AI to discern the emotions of their
customers calling in.11
ASEAN CFOs will need to convince
their organisations of the fundamental
value of taking an equally ambitious
approach for finance functions.
The following shows the key challenges
and questions they will need to consider.

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER
• How can we gain alignment with leaders on digital, its implications
and path forward?
• After digital transformation, what does the Finance function
look like? What is our role? What change is required?

Process
focused

• How do digital tools like robotics improve productivity allowing
Finance to focus on higher value activities?

Data access, quality
and analytics

• How do we become an analytic driven enterprise?

Legacy
Technology

• How do we thing about a Finance technology modernisation
strategy and plan?
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• How do digital enablers help improve data quality, data access,
and analytics maturity?

• What are our options for rapid advancement?

A principal challenge for ASEAN
CFOs, in our view, is the historical
nature of governance in the region.
On the one hand, boards in ASEAN
financial services firms are pushing
their organisations to change and
innovate, and are accustomed to
looking at innovations in other industries
and applying those. Boards are also
typically empowered to instigate,
pursue and support large collaborative
transformations that span otherwise
competing lines of their businesses.

On the other hand, boards have been
reluctant to steer investment towards
functions that have been perceived
internally, simply as cost centres,
except where required by regulators
to do so. The CFO therefore must
convince their organisation as a whole
of the fundamental value of digital
transformation, and why it is needed.
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KEY FOCUS AREAS FOR
THE TRANSFORMATION
OF FINANCE
Once buy-in has been secured, CFOs will have to navigate
other issues that are fundamental to the digital transformation
of finance.
KEY AREA 1:
Targeting the Value-Added
The first is being clear about the strategic
purpose. Will ASEAN CFOs looking at
digital transformation find value added
from finance in the realms of accounting,
control and compliance, reporting,
strategising or other key functions?
More than ever, that depends on where the
organisation concerned is looking to focus
for growth and competitive positioning.

Innovation and digital transformation
can be compared to turning a floodlight
on a particular area: some might focus
on cost analytics, and find a surfeit of
hidden resources. Others might focus on
using automation and standardisation to
make finance lighter and more efficient.
In this area, cloud-based enterprise
resource planning (ERP) software stands
as an example. Others could use the
transformation process to re-engineer or
automate entire systems through simple
technologies such as RPA, or more complex
solutions including AI and machine learning.
In short, financial services firms in ASEAN
need to strategically assess where they
need to be over a five- and ten-year
period. That will determine their areas
of focus, allowing them to develop an
action plan and implement it. That, of
course, will require staff fluent in the
language of digital technologies.
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KEY AREA 2:
Staff Conversant in
Advanced Technology
Another challenge is sourcing the skills
they will need in their teams: nearly 85%
of CFOs globally report talent as a major
concern, requiring a broader range of
capabilities, including an understanding
of technology and strategic direction.
Finding staff who are conversant
in technology and data is a global
challenge, and we have already seen a
steep demand and hire of these profiles
in the ASEAN region—not just in financial
services. The Asian Development Bank’s
flagship Asian Development Outlook 2018
report notes that across industries in Asia,
jobs for workers in the ICT sphere grew
2.6 percent per annum, more than total
employment over the past decade, and
real wages increased faster than workers
in manual or routine jobs.12

To meet these challenges, banks and
service providers alike in the ASEAN region
who are seeking to meet this challenge
are doing two things concurrently:
• Firstly, they are training their workforce
ahead of the labour market by ensuring
stronger involvement in universities
and educational programs.
• Secondly, they are re-skilling internally.
This pattern is already common in
Europe and the US, where professionals
go back to school to acquire new skills,
know-how and capabilities in areas
such as data science and intelligent
automation. It is happening in ASEAN
too: Singapore’s DBS Bank, for instance,
announced last year it would re-skill
1,500 workers as part of its effort
“to build a future-ready workforce that
will boost our ability to spearhead the
transformation of banking in a fastchanging business environment”.13

Paradoxically, the biggest competition
is coming from within organisations, as
different divisions find themselves seeking
staff of a high digital calibre. The primary
consumers of data-driven insight, and the
skills and workforce that wield them, are
the lines of business within organisations
— whether those are in the retail space,
at the heart of the digital playing field,
or in nascent areas in wholesale services,
such as corporate banking.
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KEY AREA 3:
Using a Liquid Workforce
The third focus is linked to the second
one: adopting a much more fluid
approach to deploying human capital
in finance functions. By 2025, we
expect that 45 percent of workers will
be contractors in a “liquid workforce”.
Given the propensity for innovation
in the ASEAN region, and given that
these nations have a vibrant and
relatively youthful workforce, this
trend is likely to occur here as quickly
as anywhere else in the world.
Moreover, the planned freedom of
movement of labour in the ASEAN
Economic Community (the region’s
long-term integration plan) should
provide a benefit in future to member
states, much in the same way that
the EU’s program has seen skilled
workers migrate to where demand
lies. That should hasten the spread of
knowledge in the digital sphere, allowing
companies and workers to benefit.
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The concept of a liquid workforce extends
well beyond the banking sector to
encompass the larger part of the services
economy, and promises to bring about
its own transformation in the structure
and form of labour. Where previous
generations dedicated their lives to a trade
or organisation, and where the present
generation has embraced the concept of
more frequent job shifts, we believe the
next generation will push that boundary
further in their approach to work and labour.
What this will mean in practice is
having teams whose skills are broadbased, allowing them to operate across
organisational and functional boundaries,
and to take on a diversity of topics and
projects. In the new era, we estimate
that up to 80% of traditional finance
services could be delivered by crossfunctional integrated teams rather
than siloed, finance-only positions.
This will also require organisations
to bring in external resources to fill
certain staffing requirements on highertechnology, shorter-term assignments,
in that way relying on professionals
from within the marketplace.

FROM TRANSFORMING THE
CORE TO GROWING THE NEW
Technology lies at the heart of this digital transformation, and we
envision four zones where it can most affect the finance function.

1

Firstly, it can transform the core business with aggressive
adoption of process automation, analytics and artificial
intelligence, among others, to identify and build the
organisation’s future infrastructure before it is needed.

2

Secondly, data-driven allocation of capital and resources
can grow the core business and drive the greatest value.

3

Thirdly, new ventures, acquisitions, relationships and designled innovation across client segments, products, channels,
offerings and markets can all help to scale the business.

4

And fourthly, it can allow organisations to pivot wisely,
helping them to invest aggressively in new ways that help
them respond quickly to market signals.

With that in mind, it is worth concluding
with the characteristics that the leading
financial institutions in ASEAN exhibit when
it comes to best practice in transforming
their finance functions:
• Finance is closely integrated with
its organisation’s different lines of
businesses. It has clear roles and
participates in the business strategy,
as well as in operational reporting in
various areas of the firm.

• The finance organisation is evolving
towards a more data-rich and datasavvy capability that not only takes
on traditional finance and risk data at
higher granularity, but also considers
supplementary business data to garner
and substantiate the insights it brings
to the firm.

• Finance and risk integration is
mature in such organisations, and
they enjoy a common, and shared,
data and technology backbone that
serves the company’s key reporting
and steering nodes.
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BUSINESS OUTCOMES

Current Growth Opportunities

Transform &
Grow the Core
Dynamic
Forecasting

Self Service
Reporting
Integrated
Business
Services

Emerging Opportunities

Disruptive Opportunities

“Fly By Wire”
Financial
The New New
Dynamic
Management
Risk Analysis
Blockchain
Grow the New In Process
(Smart Contracts)
Controls
AI Accountant
Predictive Predictive
Analytics
Advanced Decision Analytics
Analytics
Integrated
Market,
AI Auditor
Operational
& Financial
Scenario
Data
Modeling
Machine Learning
Analytics
End-to-End
Blockchain Enabled Ecosystems
Automation
Robotic
Process
Automation

Big Data

Dynamic Resource
Allocation

Statistical Forecasting

Digital Finance
Cloud
Talent Strategy
Migration

Data
Harmonisation

In ASEAN, as elsewhere, finance will prove the
architects of the wise pivot, and it is finance that will
drive the change needed for organisations to stay
relevant. More than that, it is finance that will help
ensure that in an increasingly competitive environment,
their organisations will survive and thrive.
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